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‘Good Design Is Obvious.
 Great Design Is Transparent.’

- Joe Soprano
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What we stand for.

· Less being more.
· In quality over quantity. 
· In designs that are simple, timeless 
  and environmentally sustainable. 

 We align with makers that share the same 
philosophy in the pursuit of form, function 
and craftsmanship.

We are the believers in transforming the
everyday products into something extra-
ordinary, bringing people together with good 
designs that are well-crafted, affordable 
and Öpen to all.

This is where we begin the dialogue between 
mind, body and space.

We are Öopenspace.
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‘Space Is The Breath 
                Of Art’

- Frank Lloyd Wright
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Traditions 
Of Danish 

Craftsmanship
Since 1955

Wendelbo was founded in Aarhus, Denmark 
back in 1955. Upholsterer and founder Tage 
Petersen had the vision of producing custom- 
made sofas instilled with the old world values 
of quality, precision and pride. Today it 
bridges the interface between innovation and 
functionality with the rich history of Danish 
craftsmanship.

HUG Lounge Chair
Design by 365° North
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Hug 2-Seater Sofa
Design by 365° North

Aero Lounge Chair & Stool
Design by 365° North

Edge Sofa
Design by Lars Wendelbo8
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Raft Sofa
Design by 365° North

Quadro Ottoman
Design by Jens-Christian Nørmark

Nova 3-Seater Sofa
Design by Lars Wendelbo

The pursuit of good design follows through with an 
extreme attention to detail while maintaining complete 
focus on all phases of the production process.
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The Blade sofa’s minimalistic sleek form features 
a number of soft cushions, giving it a laid-back 
attitude and options for creating your own 
personal nest. With a wide selection of fabric 
choices, there is the freedom to mix colours and 
textures to give the sofa a highly personalized 
look.

Blade Sofa
Design by 365° North

Blade 3-Seater Chaise Sofa
Design by 365° North
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With the frame of the Peak sofa rising above, reminiscent of mountain peaks 
that gives shapes to the form of the sofa. The concept is then allowed to unfold 
before it materialises into the most comfortable piece of furniture through its 
meticulous detailing and craftsmanship.

Peak 3-Seater Chaise Sofa
Design by 365° North

Root Coffee Table & Side Table
Design by 365° North
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Campo 3-Seater Chaise Sofa
Design by Lars Wendelbo

Vista Lounge Chair
Design by Anderssen & Voll

Disc Coffee Table
Design by 365° North

Dedicated to creating modern furniture of the 
highest quality, Wendelbo’s ambitious vision is 
realized through the use of honest materials and 
constant pursuit of innovative design.
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Define your own personal style and 
comfort. With a linear crevice running 
along the edge that enables you to 
connect back elements and cushions. 
The Define sofa adapts itself to a 
countless number of configurations 
while appearing minimalistic, simple 
and sleek. 

Define 3-Seater Chaise Sofa
Design by 365° North
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Surface Modular Sofa
Design by 365° North

Root Coffee Table
Design by 365° North
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With modern techniques being combined with 
traditional craftsmanship, Wendelbo ensures a 
high level of quality, resulting in an organic and 
uniquely sculptural form in every piece.

Chill
Design by 365° North

Sunday
Design by Anderssen & Voll

Lobby
Design by Anderssen & Voll
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The Danish-Urban 
Collection 

In the pursuit for simple forms, high 
quality finishes and impeccable 
workmanship - WON breathes new 
life to modern Scandinavian designs 
with an original collection that exude 
lightness to match the modern lifestyle 
of the creative urbanites.

Poff Sofa
Design by 365° North
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Root Table

Pumpkin
Design by 365° North

Retro 
Design by 365° North

Versu 
Design by 365° North 

Ventall
Design by Yonoh Studio
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Balé
Design by 365° North 

Room 
Design by 365° North

Hold 
Design by 365° North

Poff
Design by 365 North

19
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Caspar
Design by 365° North

Handy
Design by Nathan Yong

Chord
Design by Böttcher Henssler Kayser

Stilt Desk
Design by Steffensen & Würtz

Holl
Design by Rene Hougaard

Cage Trolley
Design by SPARK 
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Mango
Design by NOTE

Chord
Design by Böttcher Henssler Kayser

Stilt Desk
Design by Steffensen & Würtz

Poller
Design by Oliver Schick

To take the vision of nordic living to a new level, 
WON has teamed up with a range of young and 
established designers such as 365° North, 
Steffensen & Würtz and Note Design Studio.
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Fusing traditions with innovations, WON collection 
has clear retro-references with an added modern 
and dynamic twist, proving good design is 
affordable and open to all.

Tip Toe Racks
Design by Steffensen & Würtz

Tip Toe Bench
Design by Steffensen & Würtz

Tip Toe Chair 
Design by Steffensen & Würtz
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Floater
Design by 365° North

Cage
Design by SPARK 

Cross
Design by 365° North
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A New Wave Of 
Ethical Design

True innovation lies in the ability to combine 
discarded materials with intelligent design. 
In reducing the burden on earth and it’s natural 
resources, Bentu recycles building materials and 
bridges the gap between design and nature.
The Recycle Series aims to highlight the unique 
and natural beauty of recycled materials. 

Sheng Table
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HUI
Soap/Toothbrush/Toothpaste Dish

Zero  Fang YuanChao
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The sculptural aspects of Bentu Concrete 
designs takes shape from its handcrafted 
moulds, capturing the materiality and texture 
of poured recycled concrete that is only seen 
in the most bespoke of buildings during the 
Post-Modern era.

Zhi Side Cabinet

Shen Table A-Stool
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San
Pot/Pendant Light

H Chair 

BU Concrete Table

28
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Wave Tiles

Wave Shelf

SAN 
Concrete 3D Wall Tile

29
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Yi
Pendant Light

Ren
Pendant Light

Jiu
Wall Light

V
Wall Light

Bang
Pendant Light
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Shang
Pendant Light

Bei
Pendant Light

Qie
Pendant Light

LV
Track Light/Spot Light

U
Pendant Light

LV
Ceiling Light Three

Pendant Light
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The Ethnicraft philosophy lies in creating 
quality wooden furniture that lasts for 

generations and withstands trends. It’s 
timeless designs are versatile and 

Associate well with different styles, 
utilising solid timber that ages 

beautifully over time.

Timeless Beauty Of 
Solid Wood

Monolit
TV Console
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Oak Nordic

Low Rack Sliding Doors
Oak Nordic

Console
Oak Nordic

Bedside Table
Oak Nordic

TV Cupboard

Nordic II Bed
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Oak Nordic

Low Rack Sliding Doors

The Blackbird collection combines 
simple shapes with clean lines, and 
with a look closer you will discover 
the subtle complexity of these 
delicate pieces. At a glance, the 
doors and drawers seem perfectly 
aligned, but observe carefully and 
you will  find a geometry at play
with an unconventional symmetry.

Blackbird
TV Cupboard

Blackbird
Storage Cupboard

Blackbird
Sideboard

Blackbird
Sideboard



36 Side BoardConsoleSide Table (S)
 

Side Table (M) Bed Side Table

The Monolit Collection 
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The Monolit series combines wood and 
metal in different finishes with a play 
on symmetry and contrasts. A square 
frame embraces the oak and creates 
an object in which practicality and 
aesthetics come together.

Z Rack

Monolit 
Oak Black/Oak

Bar Cart
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Bok
Dining Table

Slice
Dining Table

Circle
Dining Table
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Incorporating advance techniques to the process of creation, each new 
design is revised and reworked to the last detail of every curve, texture and 
line reflecting the Ethnicraft design values. This level of craft is perfectly 
illustrated in the Mikado table with its interlocking legs that looks extremely 
light yet perfectly stable.

Oak Double
Extendable Dining Table

Oak Slice
Extendable Dining Table

Mikado
Dining Table
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Torsion
Dining table

Monolit
Side Table

Torsion
Sidetable
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Bok
Chair/Side Table

Bok
Dining Table

A sculptural elegance and contemporary 
crafting blend gracefully into the design of the 
Bok collection.
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Nörd Sofa
1 Seater M Rack

Disc
Side Table
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The Nörd Sofa brings a relax and casual presence 
to any space. Designed by Jacques Deneef, the 
design evokes images of clouds and beanbags 
with an unparalled comfort that one can easily 
sink into.

Bok
Oak Dining  / Black Chair

Disc
Side Table

Nörd Sofa
3 Seater 43
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A Quiet modernity

The concept of Commune is born out of the 
pursuit to surpass the everyday norms, 
embodying passion in both design and service. 
It aims to create a new lifestyle that brings 
people together in comfort and commune.

Kardell Sofa
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Space For Change

Flexibility, mobility and sustainability are the 
pillars of Movisi. The company adheres to strict 
ecological and socially-responsible production 
methods and esures 100% recyclabilty and does 
not contain any harmful toxins or flame retardants. 
The interchangeable components are dynamic 
and responsive to changing needs, making Movisi 
one of the world’s most unique range of furnishings 
available anywhere today.

Link Partition
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Living Life
 Simply

Inspired by the timelessness of Scandinavian 
designs, Tisk Designs evokes a quirky 
simplicity that is minimalistic and functional. 

INGE
Study Desk
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INGE
Study Desk 49
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A Journey Into The 
New Scandinavian 

Interior

Inspired by the power of good design to 
elevate our daily lives, Sketch’s Danish heritage 
dictates a simple, honest design approach 
where good quality and usability are intrinsic.
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51



52 SiloRoundiRonda MetaMe

Ingrid
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Featuring award-winning designers such as 
Glismand & Rudiger, Sketch is dedicated to
creating contemporary, highly-usable products 
for everyday living. It shares a passion for
designing honest, practical products that are 
within reach of everyone. 

“We aim to bridge the gap between commercial 
industrial design and high-quality craftsman-
ship, by using honest and justifiable materials 
and paying careful attention to even the tiniest 
detail. What we are looking for is originality and 
authenticity – designs with a character and a 
history, and we believe that this is the kind of 
craftsmanship that requires heart and soul as 
well as true passion for design.”
  
         Glismand & Rudiger

Ingrid Nysse

Nysse / Kile

Pod
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‘Joie De Vivre’
The Joy Of

Outdoor

Free from complexity yet considered with 
meticulous detail. Maiori creates playful yet 
iconic lifestyle designer furniture and lighting 
that celebrates the everyday joy of living that 
is sustainable, simple and just fun.

The Club
Outdoor Sofa
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Every Huggy piece is a standalone statement full of character 
and restraint. The emblematic armchair, the playful stool, the 
charismatic hanger, Huggy revisit bistro furniture to redefine it 
with a unique aesthetic and never before seen playfulness.

Huggy
Outdoor Collection
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Stackable, lightweight and truly 
different, Kose’s curvy aspect 
embodies all of Karim’s most 
recognizable design language, while 
the powder-coated aluminum with its 
perforated surfaces resulting in a 
stacking café armchair that is 
lightweight and uniquely different.

Kose
Outdoor Collection
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A600
Outdoor Collection

Greens
Outdoor Collection
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La Lampe Paris / La Lampe Petite
Outdoor Solar Lamp

La Lampe Pose 03

La Lampe Parc

La Lampe Pose

59
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Growing Green

Glowpear was created from a combined 
idea of wanting innovative design features 
with a robust construction, creating the 
perfect solution for either indoor or outdoor 
use. Not only is Glowpear beautifully 
designed, it is also hardwearing with a UV 
corrosion resistant and built to withstand 
the rigors of the urban environment. No 
space is too large or small for glowpear 
self-watering pots. The urban Garden 
self-watering planters can either stand 
alone or be interconnected with other 
planters to suit your needs and budget.

Urban Garden Cafe
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‘Wood rests but doesn’t sleep. It anticipates 
our thoughts and prepares us for things for 
which no words yet exist’

- David Riva
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